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Motivation

n Encoding and generating all source/target words in a universal neural way

Existing Encoder-Decoder NMT model

The Government of Wales Act 2017 gave the Welsh assembly the power to change its name

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9 y10 y11 y12 y13 y14
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Motivation

n Encoding and generating all source/target words in a universal neural way

Existing Encoder-Decoder NMT model

n Not considering the importance of word in the sentence meaning

The Government of Wales Act 2017 gave the Welsh assembly the power to change its name

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9 y10 y11 y12 y13 y14

The Government of Wales Act 2017 gave the Welsh assembly the power to change its name

The Government of Wales Act 2017 gave the Welsh assembly the power to change its nameContent words :

Function words :

Content words express more important meaning than function words in the sentence meaning.

Encoder

Decoder



Preliminary Experiment

ü Given a trained Transformer-based NMT 
model for the WMT14 English-German 
translation task 

ü Randomly masked content (“-Content 
Words”) or function words (“-Function 
Words”) with UNK in a source sentence

ü The trained NMT model decodes these 
masked test set

Preliminary



Preliminary Experiment

ü Given a trained Transformer-based NMT 
model for the WMT14 English-German 
translation task 

ü Randomly masked content (“-Content 
Words”) or function words (“-Function 
Words”) with UNK in a source sentence

ü The trained NMT model decodes these 
masked test set

Ø Content words have a greater effect on modeling translation between a language pair
Ø NMT should pay more attention to content words in a sentence

Findings

Preliminary



Content Word Recognition

kj,m: the number of occurrences of the j-th 
word in the input sentence dt; 
|M|: the total number of sentences in the 
monolingual data; 
|m:dj Dm|: the number of sentences 
including word dj in the monolingual data;
Jm: an input sentence of length; 
Dm: a input sentence.

∈

Government Wales gave Welsh power change name

The Government of Wales Act 2017 gave the Welsh assembly the power to change its name

Selecting a sequence of fixed percent content words

term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)

Government Wales Act 2017 gave Welsh assembly power change its name

Typically, TF-IDF is often used to recognize 
topics in a document. 
Intuitively, the recognized topics can often 
summary the main content of this document.
Therefore, we regarded a sentence as a 
document.



Proposed NMT models
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SCWAContext: Based on the sequence of the recognized
source content words, we use a shared encoder to learn its
representation, and thereby obtain an additional context 
vector to improve the prediction of target word:
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Proposed NMT models
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TCWALoss: Based on the sequence of the recognized
target content words, we utilize it to compute an 
additional loss to guide the training of the translation 
model:



Proposed NMT models

BCWAContLoss: It captures the content words of 
both the source and the target sentences to further 
improve translation performance.
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Systems EN-DE ZH-EN EN-FR
BLEU #Speed #Param BLEU #Param BLEU #Param

Existing NMT systems
Trans.base (Vaswani et al., 2017) 27.3 N/A 65.0M N/A N/A 38.1 N/A

+Context-Aware SANs (Yang et al., 2019a) 28.26 N/A 106.9M 24.67 126.8M N/A N/A
+Convolutional SANs (Yang et al., 2019b) 28.18 N/A 88.0M 24.80 N/A N/A N/A
+BIARN (Hao et al., 2019) 28.21 N/A 97.4M 24.70 107.3M N/A N/A

Trans.big (Vaswani et al., 2017) 28.4 N/A 213.0M N/A N/A 41.0 N/A
+Context-Aware SANs (Yang et al., 2019a) 28.89 N/A 339.6M 24.56 379.4M N/A N/A
+Convolutional SANs (Yang et al., 2019b) 28.74 N/A 339.6M 25.01 N/A N/A N/A
+BIARN (Hao et al., 2019) 28.98 N/A 333.5M 25.10 373.3M N/A N/A

Our NMT systems
Trans.base 27.48 13.2K 66.5M 24.28 74.7M 38.32 66.9M

+SCWAContext 28.28+ 12.1K 72.8M 24.79+ 81.0M 39.41+ 73.2M
+TCWALoss 27.94+ 13.3K 66.5M 24.65 74.7M 38.89+ 66.9M
+BCWAContLoss 28.51+ 12.1K 72.8M 24.94+ 81.0M 39.56+ 73.2M

Trans.big 28.45 11.2K 221.1M 24.55 237.5M 41.21 222.9M
+BCWAContLoss 29.14+ 10.1K 246.3M 25.12+ 262.7M 42.57+ 247.1M

Table 1: Results of the EN-DE, EN-FR, and ZH-EN tasks. “#Speed” and “#Param” denote the training speed
(tokens/second) and the size of model parameters, respectively. “+” after a score indicates that the proposed
method was significantly better than the Transformer at significance of p <0.01 (Collins et al., 2005).

the fairseq toolkit (Ott et al., 2019).

5.2 Main Results

Table 1 shows results of the proposed method over
our implemented Trans.base/big models which
have similar BLEU scores with the original
Transformer for the EN-DE and EN-FR tasks. We
then make the following observations:

1) All proposed three word-aware NMT models
outperformed the baseline Transformer model.
This indicates that using information on the
importance of words to enhance the translation of
content words is helpful for the NMT model.

2) +SCWAContext performed better than
+TCWALoss. The NMT model was more sensitive
to information on source content words than target
content words. +BCWAContLoss outperformed
+SCWAContext and +TCWALoss, especially is
superior to the existing +Context-Aware, +CSANs,
and +BIARN. This suggests that the sequences
of content words of both source and the target
can be used together to further improve translation
performance.

3) The parameters of the proposed
models only slightly increased. In addition,
Trans.base+BCWAContLoss delivered an
comparable performance to Trans.big, which
contained many more parameters than
Trans.base+BCWAContLoss. This indicates
that the improvement in performance did not occur
owing to a greater number of parameters. The

training speeds of our models were slightly lower
than those of Trans.base.

5.3 Evaluating Content Word Recognition

Figure 3 shows the results of the
Trans.base+SCWACont based different percentage
N of content words in a sentence on the EN-DE
and ZH-EN test sets. On both test sets, the highest
BLEU scores were obtained with N = 30%. With
increasing values of N , the trend of their BLEU
scores were similar on both test sets.
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Figure 3: Results of Trans.base+SCWAContext model
on the EN-DE and ZH-EN test set. The dashed line
denotes the Trans.base model.

5.4 Evaluating Translation of Content Words

We apply the proposed content word recognition
method to the generated translation and the
reference translation of test set, and thus extract two
short sequences of including 30% of content words.

Experiments
v Main Results
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5.4 Evaluating Translation of Content Words

We apply the proposed content word recognition
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reference translation of test set, and thus extract two
short sequences of including 30% of content words.
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denotes the Trans.base model.

5.4 Evaluating Translation of Content Words

We apply the proposed content word recognition
method to the generated translation and the
reference translation of test set, and thus extract two
short sequences of including 30% of content words.

We compute the accuracy of unigram content
word between the extracted two short sequences,
as shown in Table 2. The proposed methods
outperformed the Trans.base in translating the
content words, which is in line with the BLEU. This
means that the proposed NMT model improved the
generation of target content words.

System EN-DE ZH-EN
Trans.base 51.0% 53.8%

+SCWAContext 51.9% 54.6%
+TCWALoss 51.5% 54.2%
+BCWAContLoss 52.1% 54.7%

Table 2: Accuracy of unigram content words on the EN-
DE and ZH-EN test sets with 30% of content words.

5.5 Effect of Content Word-Aware Loss

Figure 4 shows the results of +TCWALoss model
on the EN-DE and ZH-EN test sets with different
hyper-parameter �. When � increased from 0
to 0.4, the BLEU scores of +TCWALoss model
improved by +0.8 points over Trans.base model.
This means that the proposed content word-
aware loss is useful for training NMT model.
Subsequently, larger values of � reduced the
BLEU scores, suggesting that excessive biased
content word translation may be weak at translating
function words. Therefore, we set the hyper-
parameter � to 0.4 to control the loss of target
content words in our experiments (Table 1).
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Figure 4: BLEU scores of the +TCWALoss model on
the EN-DE and ZH-EN test sets with different values of
�. The dashed line denotes the result of the Trans.base
model.

5.6 Content Word Recognition based on

Function Word Frequency

Instead of directly identify content words, we
identify the function words as the T most
frequent words in the corpus. Furthermore, after

we remove the function words in a sentence
x={x1, · · · , xJ}, all the remaining words will
be treated as a sequence (maintain the original
order) of content words X according to the
(Setiawan et al., 2007, 2009; Zhang and Zhao,
2013)’s work. Figure 5 shows the results of
Trans.base+SCWAContLoss on the EN-DE and
ZH-EN test sets with different number of the top
T function words. Trans.base+SCWAContLoss
obtained the highest BLEU scores on the both test
sets over the Trans.base on modeling T = 256.
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Figure 5: BLEU scores of Trans.base+SCWAContLoss
on the EN-DE and ZH-EN test sets with different
number of function words T .

6 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper explored the importance of word
for NMT. We divided words of one sentence
into content and function words through word
frequency-related information. Our proposed NMT
models, that are easy to implement and not much
time and space cost, are introduced to the training
and inference, and can improve the representation
and translation of content words. In future work,
we will investigate the impact of fine-grained word
categories (such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives)
on the translation performance and design specific
methods according to these categories.
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5.4 Evaluating Translation of Content Words

We apply the proposed content word recognition
method to the generated translation and the
reference translation of test set, and thus extract two
short sequences of including 30% of content words.

We compute the accuracy of unigram content
word between the extracted two short sequences,
as shown in Table 2. The proposed methods
outperformed the Trans.base in translating the
content words, which is in line with the BLEU. This
means that the proposed NMT model improved the
generation of target content words.

System EN-DE ZH-EN
Trans.base 51.0% 53.8%

+SCWAContext 51.9% 54.6%
+TCWALoss 51.5% 54.2%
+BCWAContLoss 52.1% 54.7%

Table 2: Accuracy of unigram content words on the EN-
DE and ZH-EN test sets with 30% of content words.
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Figure 4 shows the results of +TCWALoss model
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hyper-parameter �. When � increased from 0
to 0.4, the BLEU scores of +TCWALoss model
improved by +0.8 points over Trans.base model.
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aware loss is useful for training NMT model.
Subsequently, larger values of � reduced the
BLEU scores, suggesting that excessive biased
content word translation may be weak at translating
function words. Therefore, we set the hyper-
parameter � to 0.4 to control the loss of target
content words in our experiments (Table 1).
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x={x1, · · · , xJ}, all the remaining words will
be treated as a sequence (maintain the original
order) of content words X according to the
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2013)’s work. Figure 5 shows the results of
Trans.base+SCWAContLoss on the EN-DE and
ZH-EN test sets with different number of the top
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6 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper explored the importance of word
for NMT. We divided words of one sentence
into content and function words through word
frequency-related information. Our proposed NMT
models, that are easy to implement and not much
time and space cost, are introduced to the training
and inference, and can improve the representation
and translation of content words. In future work,
we will investigate the impact of fine-grained word
categories (such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives)
on the translation performance and design specific
methods according to these categories.
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Table 2: Accuracy of unigram content 
words on the EN-DE and ZH-EN test 
sets



Conclusion

n Explored the importance of word in a sentence for NMT

n Recognized content words through statistical word frequency 
information

n Simple and efficient, not much time and space cost, and
introduced to the training and inference


